
YOUR FUTURE
The Cardiff School of Art & Design is home 
to approximately 1200 students, united by
ambition and a true passion for 
creative enquiry. 

This event will offer you an opportunity to
work with academic tutors, technical staff 
and our students, to learn new practical and
creative techniques in our first-class 
workshop facilities. 

We will offer you an insight into the
opportunities for studying art and design 
at university as well as the breadth of
opportunity for interdisciplinary study
available at the Cardiff School of Art 
& Design.

TUTORS CPD EVENT STAFF SCHEDULE

Attending college tutors
will have the opportunity
to take part in two
Continuous Professional
Development (CPD) 
events on the day. 

These will be delivered by
academic staff at Cardiff
Metropolitan University
with a focus on helping
you to continue to deliver
fresh and innovative
teaching in the field of art, 
design and technology.

09:30 Arrival

09:45 Welcome talk (with your students)

10:00 Tour of the Cardiff School of Art & Design

10:45 CPD Session 1 - Transdisiplinary Thinking
Perparing graduates for an unpredictable future 

11:45 Lunch

12:15 CPD Session 2 - Transdisiplinary Practice
Collaborative design projects

13:15 Opportunity for staff to view students/pupils work

14:00 Departure (with your students)

* STEAMD = Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Maths, Design.’

ART & DESIGN TASTERS AND MASTER CLASSES 
Open to all level 3 students (years 1 & 2) 

Cardiff School of Art & Design, 
Cardiff Metropolitan University
Wednesday 12th September 2018 

OPEN DAYS 2017/2018
To find out more information about the
Cardiff School of Art & Design, why not visit
us on one of our Open Days. 

Visit our website for more information:
www.cardiffmet.ac.uk/opendays

 @CardiffMetCSAD
 cardiffschoolofartanddesign

EMPLOYABILITY
A degree at the Cardiff School of Art 
& Design is good value - it provides
experiences and opportunities that are
future proof. 60% of graduates will, in 10
years, be working in jobs that don’t 
exist yet.

Futurework - Trends and challenges for
work in the 21st Century

www.cardiffmet.ac.uk/study/opendays 

BOOKING
To book places at this event 
complete the online booking form:
www.tinyurl.com/yourfuturebooking

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Email: chris.webb@southwales.ac.uk or
firstcampus@cardiffmet.ac.uk 

Please note that there are limited spaces
available in each workshop and spaces will
be allocated on a first-come first-serve basis.

All students must be accompanied by
a member of staff from their college, and staff
will remain responsible for them for the
duration of the event

cardiffmet.ac.uk/csad

The information contained in this leaflet is correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change.

LOCATION
Cardiff School of Art & Design
Cardiff Metropolitan University

Western Avenue
Llandaff, CF5 2YB



TASTER DAY SCHEDULE

09:30 Arrival

09:45 Welcome talk

10:00 Session 1

FINE ART

As a fine artist, you need both technical skill and creative insight to produce work with an
original perspective. Fine artists have the opportunity to fully express their artistic vision. 
You will develop skills through an engagement with traditional materials and
contemporary technologies within a studio practice culture.

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION 

As a graphic designer you become a skilled interpreter, turning great ideas into
memorable visual messages. Learn how to use words, images, colour, metaphor, symbols
and stories to craft meaningful messages. Create visual ideas that will inform, persuade,
provoke or entertain – ideas that make your audience take notice.

11:45 Lunch (Provided)

12:15 Session 2

14:00 Departure

Experience what it's like to study at the Cardiff School of Art & Design by booking onto our
combined Taster Day and Master Class Day in September. Allowing you to bring both year
groups to tailored events on one day.

LEVEL 3, YEAR 1 STUDENTS -
TASTER STRAND

Choose two subjects from the list of degree
areas overleaf. Experiment and play with
ideas and techniques in two creative
workshops of your choosing. This is a great
opportunity to explore two art and design
subjects that could influence your current
college project work.

LEVEL 3, YEAR 2 STUDENTS -
MASTERCLASS STRAND

Choose one subject from the list of degree
areas overleaf. The Master Class provides a
deeper insight into the techniques and
methods used in the subject of your
choosing. You will gain an insight into what
it’s like to study at the Cardiff School of Art 
& Design by experimenting with creative
methods and applying them in a 
short project.

ANIMATION

Animators breathe life into stories, making even the simplest line drawing magically 
come alive and engaging anyone in a language that is understood by all.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

Architecture shapes the world around us. It reflects our societies and it influences the way
we think and feel. Architecture dominates our skyline, transforms our cities, changes the
way we live and work – and becomes part of our narrative.

ARTIST DESIGNER MAKER

Makers are artists, designers, innovators. In a course that has making at its heart, you gain
hands-on experience with materials from metals, glass and ceramics through to wood 
and textiles to create new ways of making for our ever changing world.

CERAMICS

To be a ceramicist is to learn to feel the world through your hands, to appreciate the
materiality of your surroundings, to question, take risks and rise to creative challenges.

FASHION DESIGN

Fashion expresses our values, culture and society. More importantly, it influences and 
shapes them. So when you become a fashion designer, you become an influencer.

ILLUSTRATION

As an illustrator, you work to enable understanding of the everyday. Explore and
experiment with materials, technical skills and challenging subject matter, 
developing visual languages which communicate in a visceral way.  

INTERIOR DESIGN

The spaces we inhabit influence our thinking and emotional states. You will discover how
to blend function and aesthetics, striking liveable balances between pleasing and the
practical. Interior designers experiment with light, sound, material, colour and technology
- and bring them all together to create stimulating and effective spaces for living, 
work and play.

PRODUCT DESIGN

Product designers are creative problem solvers who respond to human needs. Product
designers have an analytical mind, deep knowledge of materials and technologies and the
ability to create balance between form and function. They have the skills to turn their
ideas from concept designs into products ready for manufacture in a fast moving industry.

TEXTILE DESIGN

Textile designers are skilled, confident and creative designers. The tactile world of textiles
- from fashion and interior design through to greeting cards, gift wrap and wallpapers. 
Gain a deep understanding of texture, colour and pattern - and the techniques used to
bring them together to create something spectacular.

BOOKING
To book places at this event complete
the online booking form:
www.tinyurl.com/CSADyourfuture

Tasters and masterclasses have been designed 
around the eleven degree subjects offered in CSAD.  
Therefore, please chose from:


